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 Jose brings 
musical 
"Of Mice and 
Men" to 
life at the 
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is the person 
who is 
becoming










veil  over Lang
-Soto and 
handed
 her a 
Bible as a 
sign 
that she was
 now a 
priest.
 
"I felt I 
was  called to a 
lead-
ership 




































purpose  in being 
(at 
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a lot of 
pressures  
on 






















Catholic  and 
Protestant.
 Williams
 said they 
believe
 in the 
Roman  
Catholic  











which  allowed 
See 
Ordained,















 Sprit tan 
hails 
Gracefully moving across 
the  stage, Norma Fong performs "Spring Rain" a 
traditional Chinese dance to the 
audience





cultural  groups performed
 
traditional  dance pieces 
of Iran and surrounding countries. 
Mitch Cartwright/
 sporran thoh, 
SJSU alumni Jim 
Sealy  never 
misses
 a beat as the 
Sharks'  
"Organ 
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By Anthony Perez 
Staff
 Writo,r 
With the California 
Education Technology
 Initiative 
nearing a vote by 
the  22 California State 
University  
presidents, San Jose 
State University students
 missed 
out on a chance to voice 




And this was one
 of the last on
-campus
 meetings for 
students
 to voice concerns in a 
forum format before 
CETI goes to a 
vote. On Monday, the 
CSU Chancellor's 
Office announced
 that the CETI 
proposal  will be 
placed on an 
internet  web site for 
public




 leave students and faculty
 members 
about a month
 to examine the proposal
 and comment 
on it before the Jan.
 27 vote by the CSU presidents. 
And since the 
examination  process will take place 
during Winter Break
 while students and faculty
 will be 
away  from campus, campus 
reaction
 may be minimal. 
"I 
personally have concerns about getting a 
good 
campus response in 




 Don Zitter. 
Wednesday's 
"Student  Technology 
Information
 
Event" organized by 
the  Student Interns to the 
President along 
with Zitter became a 
dwindling 
See CETI,
 page 10 
Author to get 
SJSU 
By Travis Peterson 
Staff Writer 
Barry Gifford brings 
his dark writing to San 
Jose  
State 
University  tonight and Friday as part 
of the 
Center for Literary 
Arts'  Writers in Film Series. 
Gifford is at 
SJSU
 to read from his new book "The 
Phantom Father: A 
Memoir"
 and to lead a discussion 
about writing, said 
Michele McDevitt of SJSU public 
affairs said. 
"If there is such a thing, he's a revivalist
 of the 'novel 
noir' style," McDevitt said. 
English professor Alan Soldofsky explains that the 
'EriTivr7I noir' style is comparable to tha brooding 'film 
"(His 'novel noir' style) is dark, existential detective 
fiction,"Soldofsky  said. 
Gifford's books include "Wild At Heart," Baby Cat -
Face" and "Night People." Gifford also co -wrote the 
David Lynch film "Lost Highway." Lynch also directed 
the movie for "Wild at Heart," which starred Nicholas 
Cage
 
and Laura  
thorn.
 
"Barry is a man of rare talents and true gifts as both 
See 
Gifford,  page 10 
Sealy 




By Christine M. Line 
Staff Writer 
For  every San Jose Sharks 
home game, Jim Sealy has the 
best seat in 
the house 
Sealy 
sits  game after game in 
the same seat 
in the San Jose 
Arena with a view to die for. 
Behind the glare of a plexiglass 




with a complete. view of the game. 
In his 
first season as the 
third 







 fans every home game, 41 
games in all. 
With
 the reflexes of a hawk, 
Sealy, 44, has to be able to spon-
taneously 
cater to momentary 
events that happen in a game HS 
slippery as a puck on iCe. 
"You have to watch 
the  game, 
to see how things are 
goirg  on, to 
make sure you're on the right 
page," he said.




 to use 
bling  
to find a 
replacement.
 















"Star Wars" or "Addams   
Sharks,
 Sealy was 
Family" theme song): as 
well as coping 
with
 he 
whims of fans, takes 




"You develop a 
thick 
skin
 in sports," Sealy 
said "Fans are con-
SU niers. You pay for a 
product.
 The Sharks 
lose 
And the only 
per-
son  you See 
may be ow 



















































has  been) 
great, fabulous. 
He's





















team,  the 
away," Sealy
 said. 






two  times 
move 







didn't  know that
 





a laugh. Sealy said his 
first 
hockey game) 
was  his first 
day on the job. 
"I didn't even 
know 






because)  Dieter 







 jobs are 
there 
where you learn 





 up in Tucson,
 Ariz , 
a 



























Sealy  learned 
to 





and  soccer 
on 
the side. 




moved to San 


































 in the past 
three years people are 
now corn paring air area to Los 
Angelus. II it  saying a lot con-
sidering that most people in the 
area think Los Angeles is the 
epitome of gridlock traffic. 
The frightening thing is that 
the Bay Area might actually 
have 
worse  traffic, especially 
the Silicon Valley. 
The average speed of a 
Silicon Valley driver during 
comnuiting hOurs is 37 miles per 
hour compared to 38.1 of Los 
Angeles. 
Three years ago, the 















statistics, however, are 





 for Bay 
Area 
drivers is the amount of 
freeway
 space. Los Angeles has 
27 freeways and most of them 
are 12 lanes. The Silicon Valley 
has only seven freeways 
and 
most are only four lanes. 
The Silicon Valley has a 
smaller 
population and less 
space thim 1415 Angeles,
 but it is 
still lacking freeways 
and space 
tbr its growing population. 
Well






Storm  was the best two out of three, 
playing Ins ticks
 
in id SeVilig if 
lie can gain ;mot lier 
scrap of 
ti
 Aver to add to his pathetic
 regime. 
This 
time, however, I believe
 that we should 
really
 
do something, instead of !laving a 
symbolic  
tomahawk IlliSSill'
 1411111(11. IIIStiqld we 
need to get 
Saddam I 




 Clinton hailed the 
U.N. resolution 
rondenining Iraq, but 







the I Initr.d 
Nations barters over 
'aponoomite.
 action,' Saddam 
continues to 
produce
 biological and chemical
 
weapons and gain 




States looks like fools. What
 will Saddam's next 




 teams that Iraq says are 
dominated
 by Americiuis truth 
they are only a 
small minority), 
have found and destniyed 
more  
chemical 
and biological weapons 
since  the Gulf 
War than we 
destroyed








solution:  Give a deadline.
 If the inspection 
teams aren't allowed in 
by
 
this (hue, takeout a few 
military buildings, if they're still not 
cooperating,  
take out the sites that house 
these chenacals. 
This time will be difThrent 
than
 Desert Storm; 
Saudi Ariihin 




 the world probably stand 
for 






conflict  will 
he a 
show
 of air pr 'wen, 
and  we have the liest air force in tine 
world.
 
The United Nations 
SPVIIIS
 to have a lot of say 
in what our nalitary does. 
Sometimes I agree with 
this cooperation, but not this time. The United 
Nations has no guts, and with countries
 like 
Russia  and Cliina on du  Security Council, no res-
olution will ever he 1111:49441 in support of action by 
the United 





tance itself from the United Nat 
iiris
 We must 
do
 
what is morally corn vt:
 expel 5:11111:1111 Hussein 
from 
power. 
Ms guest editorial was 
111-ithil by relei Finkle, 
414'11741er
 for The
 Nere lampshnr, the 
.'1111VINItY
 111 1\411' 
M1111P1111111':S
 11111.V1(11)1.1. 
Opinion page policies 
Reader+ are encouraged to express themselves
 on the 
Opinion
 page 
with a Letter to 
the Editor Or Campus Viewpoint 
A Letter to the Editor la a 200 -word responne to an Waite or 






-word  essay on current commie, 
political
 or social 1110110A 
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and 
may he edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. 
Submiseions must contain the author's name, address, 
phone number, signature and major.
 
Siihniounona may be put in 
the 
ratter' to the Editor box at the 
Spartan Ihuly Office in Dwight Bente] Hall Hoorn 209, sent by fat 
to i408, 924-3217 or mauled to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, 
School of 
Journalism and Mans 
Communications,
 San 
Jose  State 
University, 
One Washington Square, San Joie, CA 95192-0149. 
Editorials are 
written
 by. and are the 
consensus  of. the 
Spartan Daily millers, not the 
staff. 
Puhluthed opinions and advertisements do not necemarily 
reflect the 
Views of the 
Spartan











the past three. 
years, the
 economy 
has been booming, 
causing a lot of peo-
ple  to move to this 
area
 for jobs. The 
population increase 
is ill direct correla-
tion with the traffic 
problems.  
Drivers in the 
JOHN  
Silicon Valley, San 
Mateo and Alameda 
counties 
spend 62,900 hours a day in 
stop -and -go traffic, an incicase 
from 29,000 hours a day in 
1994. That is more than double 
the time drivers 
































add lanes until 
there 




 But for 
the 
Silicon Valley 




 is a 
quick fix, and the 
wrong idea in 
the long 
run.

































All  she 
had 
to


































































important.  It 







the  Event 





 on this 
campus






literature  used 




status  symbols, 
it is 
claimed the 














 and other 
non -human 
resources which 
contribute to the 
production
 of goods 
and  services. 
Last time I 
checked  the good 
and service 
SJSU 
produced  was 
education  for 
students.
 I 
find it hard 
to believe that 
gateways  are going 
to contribute
 to education.
 Maybe it's 
just me, 
but I 
didn't  feel any 
smarter the 
last time I 
walked  through a 
gate. 
If donors 
wanted  to 
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and  are the 
key to 






 should be 
extended  
from 
San  Mateo 























belong  in 
front 
of a mini








































cheap  icons of 
fundraising.







 to SJSU, 
specifically  the 
marching 





has  given years 
of
 his life to educat-
ing students 
like other 
















consideration  in 
naming  such 
per-
manent  fixtures 
is: who the hell  
are  these peo-
ple getting 






 would it 
be
 for the uni-
versity





molester  or a 
company
 that turns
 out to be 
unethical
 in its business
 dealings? I'm 
not 
implying 
that any of the
 donors are 
deviants 
or embezzlers, 
but  you never know 
what the 
future holds. 
If something is named
 after an individual
 
in the name 
of service, especially
 if he or she 
is deceased,






someone  who 
essentially  
bought
 it, it's 
ego.
 
James S. Gunsalus is Production 
Editor of the 














 of a 
"U" that 
excludes 





 take years 
to do 
















 need to 
wake
 up to 






















































































































































 easy to 
succumb  to 
such 
addictive  








 or for 













ban  could 
be












possibly  one 
more 
way smokers



















bar -goers would 












 17 percent of' 
respon-
dents  could 
decide  either 
way
 on the issue.
 
Three 
years ago, the state 
of California slowly 
pushed the 
ban on smoking by 
prohibiting the act 
in all 
indoor  workplaces 
with
 the exception that
 
bars
 and card clubs would
 have a grace period
 
until Jan. 1. 
The grace
 period was designed 
to allow the 
establishments to 
construct
 a ventilation standard 
to protect
 non-smokers. Due to failure in 
setting 
up a standard, the grace
 period was pushed back 
to 1998. 
According
 to the California State Health 
Department, Santa Clara County leads the state 
in non-smokers, with 
86
 percent of the population 
not smoking. 
The department said about 75 percent of 
American adults 
don't  smoke and overall in the 
state of California, 82 percent don't 
smoke.  
For students such as myself and as an ex -smok-
er, breathing will be a luxury the next time I go to 
a bar or club. I won't have to glare at someone who 
is smoking while wishing I could have one. 
But the biggest




me will be not 













AMAYA   

























used  as 
free advertisers 
hir 
Nike)  by 
wearing  














of the greatest 
defensive 
linemen  in NFL 
history,  has come 
out against 
Nike  ler its labor
 prac-
tices. 
Nike doesn't make one shoe
 in the 




 are either 
weak or no labor
 laws at all. 
People of color 
are employed arid 
abused in these sweatshops at le SS 
than subsistence wages
 and are all 
overworked. 
By wearing
 clothes with the 
Nike  
logo, you are 
promoting  a racist com-

























































promoting  Nike 
products. 
As
 consumers we 
all have 
power. We can


















































that whole area. 
The 
garbage  can is 
overflowing










 is trying to pour 
the 
con-
tents of a liter bottle  into a 
shot
 glass. 












take pride in being 
a Spartan. Yet 
when  I walk
 down that
 path, I 
get  
frustrated 
and  ask myself
 why. All 
that is 

























Michelle Lee/ Spartan Daily 
Fraternity members
 Manny Martinez, Darin Gile and Jerry Yanoska, left to right, swing in a suspended 
wooden box in front of the Sigma Nu House on 
Eleventh Street while watching movies and chatting with 
Emil Viceral during a holiday Swing-A-Thon.
 The fraternity and contributing sororities are collecting 
canned food for Second Harvest Food Bank. The 48 -hour 
fundraiser  concludes at noon today. 
tout
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offer 
 Part-time shit 
ily 
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 Liquitex Acrylics at 20% Off 




Winsor & Newton Watercolor.% at 20 Off 






40% Off by the 
Sheet 
- 5010 
Off by the (h.ire 
Cosmos Brushes at 30% 
Off 
I Stretched Canvas - 20% Off Each 
- 30% Off for 6 same size 
- 40% Off for 12 same size 
THESE
 PRICES - AND MANY


















Save!tatiart is the pioneer in delivering 





()tiers a last paced environment working 
with the latest database.




If you have sales experience, are Internet 
savvy,
 energetic flexible. 
and have
 an 
auto we want tu talk to you! PoSibonS 
available 
in 
















2660 Marine Way, Mtn. Wow, CA 94043 
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 over 100 
new 
members




If you're a junior or 
senior 
who 
has  at least a 3.34 cumula-
tive GPA, you may want 
to take 
a look at 
SJSU's
 Golden Key 
National Honor Society, 
The SJSU chapter's presi-
dent, Michael Zahn 
said
 more 
than 400 employers are 
specifi-
cally looking for members from 




good way to build 
your 
resume,"  Zahn said. 
"All
 pm 
have to do is get that cuniula-
five grade point average, pay 
the one time fee and you are a 
lifetime member." 
The top 15 percent of SJSU 
students usually qualify to 
become  members .ind they have 
to 
pay  a one-time tri5 initiation 
fee. 
Zahn said the Golden Key 
National Honor Society has 
been
 at SJSU for the past 10 
years. SJSU currently has more 
than 700 member s in the soci-
ety. 
Golden Key chapters are stu-
dent -run 
organizations.  It pro-
motes academic achievement 
and tries to provide the commu-
nity with valuable social inter-
action. An example of this is its 
"The Best of America" program -





school -aged youth. 
Ronald Davis is a business 
professor at SJSU and is the 
adviser 
to
 the chapter. 
"I basically provide guidance 
and assistance," Davis said."I 
also make sure SJSU members 
know the legal aspects for the 
society"
 
Davis said he helps coordi-
nate many of the regional con-
ferences including SJSU's 
annual membership induction 
Nov.  11. 
Michael Zahn said more 
than 100 new students were 
initiated during the annual 
membership induction ceremo-
ny at SJSU. 
Included
 in the initiation 
process this year was
 the senior 
and junior recipients of a $500 
scholarship. The junior recipi-
ent was psychology major 
Veronica Aileen Keiffer.  Keiffer 
carries a 4.0 GPA. The senior 
recipient was Tamara Karon, 
majoring in religious studies 
and philosophy. She too carries 
a 4.0 
GPA. 
Five new honorary members 
were also selected at this year's 
induction  ceremony. They go 
into an exclusive club that 
numbers more than 5,000. 
Since the national society's 







President Bill Clinton, author 




Some new members of 

























 sign" at 





Gatti,  who proposed the 




blend in nicely with trees,
 
enhance
 the park's beauty 
and remind people of the 
1960s. 





Love, which no matter what 
you think of it, 
was  a great 
part of this city's
 history,' 
Gatti said. "Second, 
it
 give 
us an artistic 
expression
 by 
a local artist. And number 
three  it creates beauty." 
But 
the art work isn't 
without opponents. 
Donna Gouge, vice presi-
dent of the Haight-Ashbury 
Neighborhood
 Council, said -
neighbors haven't been noti-
fied of the plans. 
"You would think that 
when you had something 
that 
size, there would be a  
better effort at a public 
process and getting 
public  
comment on it," 
Gouge  said. 
Haight resident Greg 
Garr said he worries about 
the aesthetics 
of
 adding any 
sculptures in the park.
 
"I'm a big fan of peace, 




 impact on my 
life," he said. But once you 
allow 
one  sculpture in the 
park, you could have hundreds 
of sculptures in the 
park.. 
The 
teal art in Golden
 Gate Park, in 
my opinion, is the trees? 
Gatti 
responded
 to critics by 
saying park is intended fir use 
by "everyone in the city,' and 
not just those who happen to 
live nearby 
Spartan


















 in the Bay Area has 
gotten so bad in the past 
three years people are 
now 
comparing  our area to Los 
Angeles. That's 
saying  a ha con-
sidering




 in the 
area Oa uk 1.))s 
Angeles is the 
epitome of gridlock traffic. 
The frightening thing is that 
the 
lia), Area might actually 
have worse traffic, especially 
the Silicon 
Valley.  
The average  
speed  of' a 
Silicon Valley driver during 
commuting hours
 is :37 
miles  per 
hour compared 
to 36.1 of lAis 
Angeles. Three years ago, the 
average 




hours  was 4:1.4 mph for 






ics, however, are 
only one facet of the problem. 
The biggest problem for Bay 
Area drivers is the amount of 
freeway space. Los Angeles has 
27 I reeways and most of them 
are 12 lanes. The Silicon 
Valley  
has 
only seven freeways and 
most are
 only hair 11111PS. 
The Silicon Valley has a 
smaller
 
population  and 
less 
space
 than I MS Angeles, but
 it is 
still lacking freeway, and space 
for its 
growing  popuhition. 
Well
 Saddam Hussein is at it again 
apparently he thought 
that Desert 
Storm was the 
best two out of three, 
playing  his ticks and 
sr sit ig if he can gain
 aunt hi )r 
scrap of power to 




 I lx-)lieve that 
we should 
really do 
something,  instead 
of
 having a symbolic 
tomahawk 
missile launch.
 Instead we is 
'el I to go 
Saddam
 Hussein 
out  of power. 
President Clinton
 hailed the 
U.N.  resolution 
condenming 














biological  and 
(11.'11o:11  
weapons
 and gain more
 power, and the

















 Iraq says are 
dominated by 
Americans




 and destroyed more 
chemical and biological 
weapons since the (lull
 
War than we destroyed during the 
entire conflict 
These 
inspectors must be allowed 
to re enter these 
inspection sites. 
My solution: Give 
a deadline. If the 
inspection  
teams aren't
 allowed in by this time, 
take out a few 
military buildings, if 
they're  still not cooperating,  
take out the 
sites  that house these chemicals. 
This time
 will be different than Desert 
Storm. 
Saudi
 Arabia will not allow 
us to conduct a land 
force  invasion, nor would die 







that our next 
conflict will he a show 
of air IstWer, 
and we have the best air 
force  in the world. 
The United Nations St4111S to have a lot rd say 
in what our nalaary
 (Its.
 Sometimes I agree with 
this 
cooperation,
 but not this time. The United 
Nations has
 no guts, and with countries 
like  
RUSSIA 






 will ever be pass,
 
41 in support of action by 
the 





 needs to 
dis-
tance itself from 
the  I flit,(1 Nations. We 


















 lampshin,',  iiaspaper 
Opinion page policies 
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the 
Opinion page. WIth a Lotter to the Editor or Campus Vii,910111t 
A Letter to the Editor 
is a 200.mird response to an Inoue or 
point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily. 
A Campos Viewpoint is 
a 450-word wain on current compile, 
political or serial issues 
Submissione herome the property of the Spartan Daily and 
may 
he edited for 
rlanty, 
grammar,  libel and 
length 
Submissions  must contain the author's name, address, 
phone number, signature and major. 
Slibmismons may he put in the Lettere to the Fditor hoe at the 






mailed  to the Spartan
 Daily Opinion 
Editor, 
School of Journalism and Maas Conununications, Ran J011/1 State 
tinnier/my, One Washington
 Square, San Joie,
 CA 95192-0149 
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of. the 
Spartan Deily 
editors,
 not the staff. 
Published opinions
 and advertisements do not necemanly 
reflect the views
 of
 the Spartan Daily,
 the School of Journalism 
and Maas Communications or 5.1811.  
SPARTAN DAILY 
In the past three 
years,
 the economy 
has been
 bouming, 
causing a ha of peo-








with  the traffic 
problems. 
Drivers in the 
Silicon  Valley, Sall 
Mateo and Alameda  counties 
spend 62,900 hours a day 
in 
storHind-go traffic, an increase
 
from 29,000 




That  is more 
than  double 
Ito t ime drivers 
at









a waste of 
time. 
Obviously, we 
need more freeways 















is no space left and 
gridlock rules. But for the 
Silicon Valley this isn't the 
answer. 
Building more freeways is a 
quick fix, and the wrong idea in 














Bay  Area 





























Bay  Area has 
the  BART, 
Caltrain  and 
the light rail. 
Sure, they're 
limited
 to just big 
cities and 
not the suburbs, but
 
they can definitely
 be expanded 
and are 
the key to ending the 
traffic problems. For a starting 
point,
 BART should be extended 






















































































































important.  It 










 but the 
pimping of 
public structures
 on this 
campus







 the funds 
needed 
to
 erect these 
status 
symbols,
 it is 
claimed the 







 look at the 










 contribute to the 
production
 of goods 
and services.
 
Last time I 
checked the good and
 service 
SJSU 
produced  was 
education  for 
students.
 I 
find it hard 
to believe that 






 it's just 
me,  
but 
I didn't feel any
 smarter the 
last time I 
walked  through
 a gate. 
If donors 
wanted to 












claim  to 
provide
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that look as if 
they belong in 
front 






 most of the 
structures  around 
campus bear 
the  names of 
individuals,  so 
what difference will a 
few more 
make?
 The motive 
behind  the 
naming makes all the difference.
 
The 




the  Yoshiro Uchida 
Building  should not be lumped 
in with these cheap icons of 
fundraising. 
Alan
 and Phyllis 
Simpkins have 
donated  both 
time and money 
to SJSU, specifically the 
marching band and the athletics programs.
 
Uchida  has given years of his life to 
educat-




 which campus buildings are named.
 This 
fiindraising  money for recognition cheapens 
the dedication
 of true contributors. 
Another consideration in naming such per-
manent fixtures
 is: who the hell are these peo-
ple getting 




would  it be for the uni-
versity to have 
a gateway named after 
a child 
molester 
or a company that 
turns out to be 
unethical 
in
 its business dealings?
 I'm not 
implying
 that any of the donors are 
deviants 
or embezzlers, but you 
never  know what the 
future holds. 
If something is named after an 
individual  
in the name of 
service,  especially if he or she 
is deceased, it is a memorial of appreciation.
 If 
it's named after someone 
who essentially 
bought it, it's ego. 
James S. Gunsalus is Production Editor of the 
Spartan Daily. His colunin appears every 
Thursday. 
Jose and 













 It will 
take years
 to do 




























not  freeways. 
John Meyer
























































will  become 
the first
 state to 
ban 
















patrons  from 
secondhand  
smoke.  
So what were 
once
 places for 
social
 gatherings of 
smokers  and 
drinkers




As a student in 
college,  it's easy to 
succumb  to 
such addictive 
habits  as 
smoking.
 For ex -smokers 
such as 
myself,
 or for those trying
 to quit, this 
news ban will be a 
blessing  in disguise 
on
 the next 
venture out to a 
bar  or club. 
This ban could be 






 in bars and 
possibly  one 
more way smokers
 can try to rid 
themselves  of the 
habit. 
Last August, a 
field  poll conducted 
by the 
American Journal of 
Public Health found that 60 
percent of bar
-goers  would rather be in a smoke -
free establishment. Twenty-two
 percent of respon-
dents preferred bars 
that allowed smoking estab-
lishments. The remaining 17 percent of respon-
dents could
 decide either way on the issue. 
Three years ago, the state of' California slowly 
pushed the ban on smoking by prohibiting the act 
in all indoor workplaces with the exception that 





period  was designed to allow the 









up a standard, the grace period was pushed back 
to 1998. 
According to tine California 
State Health 
Department, Santa Clara 
County  leads the state 
in non-smokers,
 with 86 percent of the 
population  
not smoking. 
The department said 
about 75 percent of 
American adults 
don't  smoke and overall
 in the 
state of 
California,  82 percent don't
 smoke. 
For students
 such as myself 
and  as an ex -smok-
er, breathing will be 
a luxury the next time I go 
to 
ft bar or club. I won't 
have  to glare at someone who 
is smoking 
while  wishing 










having  to 







































around  campus 
let-
ting 




























 against Nike for




doesn't  make one shoe
 in the 
United 
States.  It has its
 shoes made 
in 
countries where













sweatshops  at 
lesK 
















































































































































 a returning night 
school
 student 


























whole  area. 
The  garbage
 can is 
overflowing with 
trash  that just flows 
into the lawn,









tents of a liter bottle into a shot glass. 
If you can visualize the overflow,
 the 




take  pride in 
being  a Spartan.
 Yet 






























ead  of 
a 
Silicon 






















































































































Michelle Lee/Spartan Daily 
Fraternity members Manny Martinez, Darin Gile and Jerry Yanoska, left to right, swing in a suspended 
wooden box 
in front of the Sigma Nu House on Eleventh Street while watching movies and chatting with 
Emil Viceral during a holiday Swing-A-Thon. The fraternity and contributing sororities are collecting 
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6 Liquitex Acrylics at 20% Off 





Winsor & Newton Watercolors
 at 20 Off 
6 Strathmore Pads
 
at 20% Off 
6 Arches 
Papers  - 40% Off by the Sheet 
- 50%




 30% Off 
$1 Stretched Canvas - 
20%  Off Each 
- 30% Off for 6 same 
size 
- 40%




PRICES  AND 
MANY MORE 























is Am pioneer in delivering 
ISIII I Mt a, 
I in home prornolmns, 
/1. otters 
A last paced envIonmera 
working  
with the latest dalab.sse. Internet
 and 
Web tecrinnloilies  
II you have 
sales experience.
 
are  Internet 
savvy. 
energetic
 flexible, and  have an 
auto. we want to talk M you! Positrons 
available  
in the San Jose. San
 Francisco 
and Oakland areas 
SaseSmart oilers a competitive salary 
3r,r1  









Merino  way. 
Mn.
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 time position
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you're a junior or senior 
who has at least a 3.34 cumula-
tive GPA, you may want to take 
a look at SJSU's Golden Key 
National
 Honor Society. 
The SJSU chapter's presi-
dent, Michael Zahn said more 
than 400 employers are specifi-
cally looking for members from 




"It's a good way to build 
your 





 do is get that cumula-
tive grade point average, pay 
the one time fee and you are a 
lifetime member." 
The top 15 percent of SJSU 
students usually qualify to 
become members and they have 
to pay 
a one-time $55 initiation 
fee. 
Zahn said the Golden Key 
National Honor Society has 
been at SJSU for the past 10 
years. 
SJSU
 currently has more 
than 700 menthe's in the soci-
ety. 
Golden Key chapters are stu-
dent -run organizations. It pro-
motes academic achievement 
and tries to provide the commu-
nity with valuable social inter-
action. An 
example  of this is its 
"The Best of America" 
program -
an alcohol and drug abuse pre-
vention effort directed at 
school -aged youth. 
Ronald Davis is a business 
professor at SJSU and is the 
adviser  to the chapter. 
"I basically provide guidance 
and assistance," Davis said."I 
also make sure SJSU members 




Davis  said he helps coordi-
nate many of the regional con-
ferences including SJSU's 
annual membership induction 
Nov. 11. 
Michael Zahn said more 
than 100 new students were 






in the initiation 
process
 this year was the senior 





Veronica Aileen Keiffer. Keiffer 
carries a 4.0 GPA. The senior 
recipient was Tamara Karon, 
majoring in religious studies 
and philosophy. She too carries 
a 4.0 GPA. 
Five new
 honorary members 
were also selected at this year's 
induction 
ceremony.
 They go 
into an exclusive club 
that
 
numbers more than 5,000. 
Since the national society's 
inception in 1977, honorary 
members have 
included 
President Bill Clinton, author 
Alex Haley and former First 
Lady Barbara Bush. 
Some new members of 

























the entrance to 





Gatti, who proposed the 
idea, said the privately 
financed sculpture would 
blend in nicely with trees, 
enhance the 
park's  beauty 
and remind people of the 
1960s. 
"First, it will commemo-
rate the (1967) Summer of 
Love,
 which no matter what 
you think of it, was 
a great 
part of this city's history"
 
Gatti said. "Second, it give 
us an artistic expression by 
a local 
artist.
 And number 
three 
 it creates beauty." 
But the art work isn't 
without opponents. 
Donna Gouse, vice presi-
dent of the 
Haight-Ashbury
 
Neighborhood Council, said -
neighbors haven't been noti-
fied of 
the plans. 
"You would think that 
when you had something 
that size, there would be a 
better effort at a public 
process and getting public 
comment on it," Gouge said. 
Haight 
resident  Greg 
Garr said he worries about 
the aesthetics of adding any 
sculptures in the park. 






the Summer of Love 
had a great impact on my 
life," he said. 'But once you 
allow one sculpture in the 
park, 
you could have hundreds 
of sculptures in the park... The 
real art in Golden Gate Park, in 
my opinion, is the trees.' 
Gatti 
responded to critics by 
saying park is  intended fir use 
by 'everyone in the 
city' and 
not just those who happen to 
live nearby 
Spartan Daily Advertising
 needs an Art 
Director
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Above: Dancers, from left to right, 







Sunnyvale's riemont High 
School,  prac-
tice their dance routine "Desis of the future," Nov. 8, in the corridors of Dwight 
Bente' Hall prior to their performance in Morris Dailey Auditorium as part the 
"Glimpse of India 1947-1997" Pageant sponsored by The India Students 
Association 
of
 San Jose State University. 
Top Right: Veronica Singh leads the procession through the otherwise empty 
Dwight Bente' 
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CUISINEFOOD  TO GO 
*Mandarin Szechuan *Lunch and Dinner 









6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street 
OPEN DOILY 
II58-918 pm 









GET 1 FREE 
Weed Inet 
Immo




 the corner of 
S. 
10th
 & William 
 Oven 7 days a week i iamspm 
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180 PERSIAN ORNE,SUNNYVALE  7341454 
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 call (408) 437-
445(1.
 
OF MICE AND MEN 
MUMC AND LIBRETTO: Carlisle Floyd 





DATES AND TIMES: Nov.
 20,21,22,25,26  and 29 
at 8 p.m. 
Nov.  23 and 30 at 3 p.m. 
LOCATION: The Montgomery
 Theatre on Market 
Street at San Carlos 
in downtown San Jose. 
TICKETS: $30 - $48 
ADDITIONAL
 INFORMATION: After 
the  novel and play 
by John Steinbeck. All performances are sung 
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Scott Hinrickei Photo 
courtesy  of Opera San Jose 
Maureen 
Magill  plays Curley's 
Wife  and Robert 
Hoyt
 plays Lennie in the 
Opera San Jose 
production  of the John 
Steinbeck 
I,issic 
"Of Mice and Men." The 
production
 runs through Nov. 30 at 
the  Montgomery Theatre. 
little to 
accentuate
 the talent 
heard  



















Mice and Men" is scheduled to 
falls, "Of 
Mice  
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has  never 
been 
criticized  

















 $15 a 
person










his  of choice of 
ast mg 
a tenor for 











 to me to 
make  Lennie 
anything  but a 
tenor," 
Floyd  said. 
"Lonnie is 
lust
 like a big 





wrote  the part 















how  much 
creative 
artists 







 there are any 
ire -at 'VI,  
artists  who 
don't  care 
about  the 
audience,"
 Floyd said. 
The great
 artists 




 want and 
more 
than
 they ever 
dreamed  
was there.
















Men"  is currently
 
playing
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 looking for some
 skin 
Tuesday 
nights,  don't go to 
the "Peep
 Show" at the 
Usual 
because you 













 bands from 
various
 labels," said 
Bobby 
Narduli, who 




and  booking 




band is one 




 with a company.
 
The vision
 of this project











entry  fee and 
drink  spe-






Jimmy  Sled, 
a regular of 
the "Peep Show." 
The nights




for  this, 
Narduli 













"This  is 
the
 only 




 he said. 
He 


































within  the year:. 
Narduli  said 
A lot 
of







 Austin has 







 was the original 
Peep 
Show girl,"
 she said. "It's grow-
ing.





Narduli  notices the 
populari-
ty of his 
show
 growing as well.
 
The Peep Show is 
almost three 
months  old, and it's doing 
well
 








about  150 people in atten-
dance, and as the 
night wore on, 
more 





 8:30 p.m. and 
the crowd 
is
 probably at 
its 
largest 
around 10 p.m. 
Most of the 
people  concen-
trated on the




There  were 
few 
people in the 
front bar, the 

















 punk. The 
music  is loud  so 
don't expect to 
have  a good con-
versation,  just 
enjoy the 
sound.  
The doors for 
the "Peep 
Show" open
 at 8:30 
p.m. The 
cover is $2, 
and there are 
drink 
specials  
until  10 p.m 
Robert
 
Sepsis] Spartan Daily 
Riff Raft lead singer Troy Lewis rocks it at The Usual 
Tuesday. The Sam Cruz -based band started playing at The 
Usual  when it was :.alled FIX. 








 can "groove" their cares 
away listening to the sounds of 
the 
SJSU Latin Jazz Ensemble and the 
Gamelan Ensemble, both performing in 
the Music 
Building  Concert Hall tonight. 
This semester's concert, according to 
Dan Sabanovich, director of the Latin 
Jazz Ensemble, is the first time his 
ensemble has
 combined with a group 




"I can't remember there ever 
being a concert in which this many 
different cultures have been repre-
sented in one show," Sabanovich 
said. 
Sabanovich said his group will 
be performing 
compositions  typical 
of a classic Latin jazz repertoire, as 
well as some new 
arrangements of 
classic
 jazz pieces. 
"We'll be performing an 
arrangement of Miles 
Davis' 
All 
Blues' with Latin jazz rhythms," 
Sabanovich said. 
The Latin 
Jazz  Ensemble, creat-
ed in 1989,
 has grown in populari-
ty and conducts concerts
 once a 
semester 
for the campus communi-
ty. 
The group 
recently  received 
first and 
second  place at the 
Pacific  
Coast 
Collegiate  Jazz 
Festival 
among the 20 groups
 competing for 





A dnnkirg person's bar! 
Where Fraternities & 
Sororities 
meet!  
No drugs Y -x1 feitirg! 
CINEWAR 
89 E. San Fernando 
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OF THE DOVE 
The 
Gamelan  Ensemble, directed by 
Trish  Neilsen, will play music from 
Indonesia.




"Gamelan is a percussion -based 
music, with flutes and stringed instru-
ments playing 
with
 the Gamelan to add 
additional elements," Neilsen said. 
The 
ensemble was started by retired 
music professor
 Lou Harrison in 1976. 
"We're 
not new," Neilsen said. "We've 
been around for a long time














CHRIS JACKSON & 
RB E. 






















 will be joined
 by SJSU 
151.isic  and Dance 
professor David 
Ronrbaugh,  who will sing 
"Scenes from 
Ci,vafy,"
 a piece composed 




 for SJSU student 
with 
their ID cards, $3 
for non-SJSU stu-
dt,its and 
seniors.  General 
admission  is 
UFE 
HI -ENERGY 
FUNKY  DANCE 
BEATS  MORE 
Cam,
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Addiction  a 
hard
 
habit  to break 




 Addiction fans have 





 addicts can get 
their first 
fix of the Los Angeles 
band's music in six years with its 





 is a retrospective of 
the 
legendary band, which 
sparked  the alternative rock revo-
lution then 
prematurely  broke 
up 
in 
1991.  The break-up 
was  vocal-
ist Perry Farrell's 
choice in order 
to preserve the artistic 
integrity  













shows  the pro-
gression of the 
band  as it takes 
the listener on a 75
-minute  musi-
cal journey from the 
band's  early 












The album features two new 
songs, "So 
What?"
 and the title 
track. 
They  were 
recorded  by the 
Relapse 
version  of the 
band,  
which
 features Farrell, drummer 
Stephen Perkins and 
guitarist 
Dave Navarro 
from the original 
Jane's
 lineup and bassist 
Flea  




 Avery, who didn't
 
want to take 








features  of Farrell's 
vocals,
 which can transform from 
childlike
 whispers to all-out 
rag-
ing 





 has a dynamic sound 
that
 is 
complimented  by 
hedonistic
 lyrics 
such as "Man ain't made to work / 
C'mon build a machine / So we 
can sleep and make deeper love / 
Later we can dance and drink!' 
On "Kettle Whistle,' the band 
gets schizophrenic as the fat bass 
rhythm laid 
down  by Flea and the 
psychedelic sounds of Farrell's 
lush 
voice  and Navarro's soft 
acoustic guitar turn into a chaotic 
rupture of crunching guitar and 
pre-recorded sounds added to the 
recording. It 
combines  beautiful 
musicianship 
with  insane noise. 
The rest of the album contains 
demos, out -takes, rarities and live 
songs from the
 band's hey -day. 
The 10 -minute
 live version of 
"Three  Days" is the highlight of 
the live 
songs. It is an epic 
song
 
that amplifies the intensity
 of the 
studio version 
because
 it has the 
vivid 
recording -style sound yet 
still has the 




 of "Ocean Size' and 
"Mountain 
Song"  from the band's 
1988 album 
"Nothing's  Shocking' 









 version of "Been 
Caught Stealing" has Farrell 
crooning like 
Sinatra.  It's amus-
ing but 
sounds  too monotonous.
 
The three songs 
that  are con-
sidered
 rarities are songs
 that 
never made any of the band's 
albums. "My Cat's
 Name is Maceo' 
is pure album filler
 that doesn't 
reflect  any of the 
material 
released on any Jane's Addiction 
albums. "Slow
 Divers" and "City" 
are unpolished 
songs,  yet, they 
are a refreshing 
dosage  of new 
music 




 of songs that 
aren't on par with
 the rest of the 
album, 
"Kettle
 Whistle" is a pow-
erful compilation
 of new and 
alternate
 versions of songs
 that 
add to the legend of 
one of the 
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Knew  Too 
Little"
 is ton 
much  
It is a 




 The movie, 
which 
seemed to be 
written for 
Murray,  fits him 
like








movie,  a spy -vs. -spy 
comedy of errors, is kind of like 
"Austin 
Powers"
 meets "Three's 
Company" 
Murray












 to London to 
visit his brother James played 
by Peter Gallagher. 
This is where the story 
begins. Busy with an impor-
tant business dinner, James is 
unable 
to entertain his brother. 
To prevent the dim-witted 
Wallace 
from embarrassing his 
clients, 
James  sends his broth-
er to a play called the "Theater 
of Life." The play is a interac-
tive 
game that invites its 
patrons, in this 
instance  
Wallace, to join the 
stage 






tries  to solve. 
During the course of the 
night, Wallace stumbles 
out of 
his play and enters a real -life 
murder mystery
 involving the 
resurgence of the Cold War. 
The  Ministers
 of Defense from 
England and Russia want 
things,  particularly their 
money for their departments, 
back to the way they were 
before
 the iron curtain fell. 
They plan to assassinate 
ambassadors from their coun-











-like berate-a. he 
MOVIE REVIEW 







 Warner Bros. 
Wallace Ritchie (Bill Murray) dances Ins 
way out of a tight situation by posing as a Russian dancer
 in the screwball comedy,
 
The Man Who Knew Too Little.-








































toul he performed the role 
of 
Wallace  Ritchie magnificently. 
The other 
actors can't escape 
Murray's 
enormous  shadow. 
"The 
Man Who Knew Too 
Little" is nothing
 that needs to 
be seen on 
the  big screen. 
However, if you







By Catherine Spencer 
StafT 
Writer  
Sometimes truth is better 
than fiction 
That's certainly the case 
with "Midnight
 in  the Garden 
of 
Good







Based on the true 
story and 
hest
























Georgia  history to 
ever be 
tried for 




The movie begins 
when John 
Kelso  (John Cusack), a 
writer 
for  Town and 
Country  maga-
zine,







 by Williams 
(Kevin
 
Spacey). But after 
the rich 
man's party is over, Kelso gets 
more than he bargained for 





 is charged 
with the brutal 
shooting of 
close friend 
and lover Danny 
Hansford
 (Jude Law). He says 
the 
shooting  was in self-
defense. 
Looking to 
find the truth 
behind
 this chilling crime, 
Kelso must confront and ques-
tion a colorful and 
bizarre  cast 
of 
characters  such as drag 
queen Lady Chablis, voodoo 
priestess Minerva, and town 
oddball Luther Driggers. 
Female impersonator Lady 
Chablis, who plays herself in 
the
 movie, steals the spotlight 
with her loud, vocal personali-
ty. Chablis 
shamelessly flirts  
with 











 above, is a 
magazine











 shindig in Savanna, GA, 







In one scene. she 
crashes a 
cotillion for well-to-do 
young  
black  women. 
Seeing  her strut
 
her stuff 
in a flashy, 
tight,  
white  and bilip 
beaded  dress, 





















her wild eyes 
and toothless grin, 







her black magic to set
 
Williams free froni 






 jury foreman 
and  the 
inventor of 
the flea collar, is 
another character
 who adds 
humor and life to this some-
times 




Driggers enters a room because 
of the huge 
black  flies that 
buzz around 
his  head following 
An underlying 
touchy theme the 
movie explores is 
gay tolerance or 








sexual affair with 
Hans ford 
is 
exposed in a very 
public  murder 
trial.  
him 
everywhere.  He 
carries a 
bottle of poison


















the  town reacts 
nega-













































 Mandy  Nichols 
thing 
to do on 
one of these
 




















Courto,y  of 








































 from a 
seri 
ous 















 with his 
wife Mimi (Ming
 Na Wen) is 
as 
cold 
and choreographed  
as 
the 






























Max hooks up with
 Karen al 
the end of a trip to New York to 
visit 
Charlie.
 He arrives late at 
the airport stranding
 himself 
for an extra night in the city 
Max 
rendezvous  with Karen, 
who






of their hotel, for a little night 
music. The pair spends one 
night




Max to his wife in 
California and 
Karen tri bet 
husband in upstate New York. 
At home, Max sinks deem., 
MOVIE Riviiw 











































































































































































deep into its line-up to 
defeat  




season  Saturday 159-
144. 
"We
 had three triple win-























explained  that 
points are 
given to the 
swimmers
 out with 
a strep 
throat  type 
thing.'" 
Not only
 did Leila 
Aldridge 
win both the























just a matter 





we've  lost 
by Just a couple
 of 
points. We're get-









ishers in each event. 
Points  for 
all the events, 
including  the 
diving competition, are added 
up to determine the overall 
winner.  
Without a strong finish in 
the first five  places in all 
events,  Benson said, a victory 
is not guaranteed. 
"They 
were  good, but we 
had more depth," Katie Kascht 
said. "They had good divers, 
but we had a better diver. 
They had really good swim-
mers, but we had 
better swim-
mers." 
Strong  finishes by Kascht, 
Amy Fletcher 
and Suzy 
Brooks solidified the win 
against the Aggies. 
"Our depth came through," 
Benson 





































 San Diego 
State
 University







by just a couple 
of 
points,"  Katsch 
said.  "We're 
getting better every 
meet." 
"It's a big 
meet," Benson 
said. "They















 as strong in the 
sprint (events)




Benson  said. "But 
Anna  
(Ballentine) and Mai (Nguyen) 
are swimming
 well." 
The team's meet 
against 
Air Force and San 
Diego State 
begins at 





















 the recruiting 
process early this year. 
Dafina Dailey, 
a 6 -foot -1 
power
 forward from 
Alameda  
High 




 letter of 
intent to play 
basketball  with 
the Spartans during the 1998-
99 season. 




 rebounds per game and
 
was a two-time
 all -conference 
and all -Bay Area selection last 
season. She
 also set 
a school 
record  for 
rebounds
 in one 
game  
with 23 last season.
 
"Define will 






coach  Karen 











is the only 
player  the 
women's 
team






meantime,  the 
Spartans  will face 



















SJSU alumnus Fred 
Claire 
apparently got lucky. He 
didn't  
lose Eric Karroo, Todd Zeile or 





because we had 
several
 objec-
tives, and we accomplished all 
of them," the Los Angeles 
Dodgers general
 manager said 
Wednesday  without 
confirming 
he left the three 
starters
 unpro-
tected in the first 
round.  "I say 
that because we 
wanted  to pro-
tect our pitching, and 
we were 
able  to do that. 
Los






 and Jesus 
Martinez




wanted to not 
lose any-
thing




 to have in 
1998," Claire 





 players. It was a 
very 
interesting  game of 
chess. 
It was 
calculated  in many 
ways.  
You had 





 thought other clubs 
were
 looking to do. I'm pleased 
with what we were able to 
retain."
 




forward to 1998. He 















































work  out for






 we've got 
a young 
man
 at San 










 said. "We 
would  be 
rushing him 
offensively.  I'll tell 
you one 
thing   he can
 pick up 
ground 
balls  and throw 
you out. 
We're  still too
 early in 
the 
process to 
say  it's going 
to be 
anyone  at this
 point. We've
 still 





 veteran center 
fielder 
Otis Nixon, 
a free agent 
acquired  by the team in August 
who played 
on
 an everyday 
basis.
 
"We have talked 
to him, I 
would like to work 
something 
out," 
Claire  said. 





the  competition 
play out, see if Roger Cedeno is 
ready," 














By Amy Bankston 
Staff 
Writer 
Two seniors waved goodbye 
to their fans at the Event 
Center Wednesday night,




team finished its final home
 
match of the season by killing 
the University  of San Francisco 
in three straight games i 15-4, 
15-8, 15-71. 
Outside hitter
 Holly Froloff, 
who made second
-team honors 
in the Western Athletic 
Conference, and middle-blocker 
Millie Swartzell will officially 
say goodbye to the Spartan 
squad 
at
 the end of the season. 
"I just thought
 that I ended 
on a good and 
positive  note 
tonight," Swartzell said. "We 
played as a team and that is 










The Spartans, who have 
already secured the No. 4 seed-
ing in the WAC Tournament, 
quickly took control of the 
match by destroying
 the Dons 
(3-25), who scored only a total of 
19 points all night. 
The Spartans' blowout of 
USF gave SJSU
 head coach 
Craig Choate the flexibility to 
use of all of his players 
in the 
victory.  
"We crushed USF." Choate 
said. "Not only did we crush 
them but we played 
everybody. 
It just meant that we were in 
control 
the whole time.  
Early domination 
At the 
start  of the onslaught, 
SJSU jumped to a commanding 
lead by winning nine of the first 
10 points and eventually closing 




Shay O'Reilly/ Spartan  Daily 
SJSU outside hitter Holly Frolotf passes the ball off 
a serve from a USF player during the Spartans' 
15-4, 15-8, 15-7 victory over the Dons Wednesday at the Event 
Center.  
The Spartans' (16-12) kept 
their 
momentum  strong 
t hroughout games
 two and 
three, forcing the Dons, 
who  
only 
had  a seven -player roster, 
to play catch-up the entire 
night. 
"This is a tough way to end 




Wallenstein.  "When you 
only have seven people, nobody 
is really allowed to have a bad 
game." 
In game 
two, SJSU quickly 
leaped to a 
12-3  lead over USF 
before winning 15-8 and putting 
its opponents in a must -win sit-
uation for the final game of the 
match. 
But the Spartans quickly 
took out their brooms and made 
a clean sweep of the Dons as 
they won game three 15-7. 
"We're just a better team 
than they are," 
Choate
 said. "So 
it wasn't that hard.
 Even when 
our non-starters came in they 
just kept doing the same thing." 
Last 
hurrah  
Key players on the Spartan 
roster who led the team to vic-
tory 
were
 outside -hitter Nicole 
Hintz, who had 12 kills, and 
Millie Swartzell who had a total 
of 9 kills in her last match at 
SJSU. 
"It 
was  a great game and I 
had a lot of fun," Swartzell said. 
"It's just kind of sad to be leav-
ing." 





 that this was 
the 
last
 one," said Froloff, who 
finished her career at the Event 
Center playing against her for-
mer team. "It was fun to play 
1US!",





The Spartans will be travel-
ing to Colorado State
 
University to play the final 
match of their season before 
heading
 to Las Vegas to com-
pete in the WAC 
Tournament. 
SJSU will face the No. 5 
seed  
University  of New Mexico at 3 
p.m. Monday 
at the MGM 
Grand  Garden. 
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marry,  among 















 up Roman Catholic. 
"When  I was in 




















 unlike the Roman 
Catholic 
religion  that 
does
 not allow 
women to 








 leaders," said 
Lange
-Soto,  who entered 
the faith before 
women were allowed to become
 priests. 
"I feel that it 
is recognition that Jesus
 
came






































 a sub 
deacon





women  as 




 is such a 
"Trinity 





































































































































 from page 1 
chances for student to talk
 to a 
high ranking administrator. 
With zero student turnout, 
except for staff 
members  and 
campus media representative,
 
student views weren't heard. 
The 
meeting, which lasted 
one hour, focused mostly on the 
upcoming
 residents vote on the 
CETI proposal 






CETI is a high technology 
companies who plan to reorga-
nize all the CSU campuses tech-
nology. In doing so, CETI may 
create problems regarding the 
intellectual
 property of stu-
dents and
 faculty who use the 
consortiums computers. The ini-










computers,  it 






a way for 




administration  is 
IBM-compatible  
computers  bel- 
that they 
don't  have the 
time. 
low 
market  prices. 
If passed, 
The meeting




would  start 
construction  and 

























intern to the 
president. 
infrastructure,
 a process 
which 









 his office is 
undertak- 
Thompson  said. 
"It  pains me to 
ing
 improvements
 to SJSU's 





and access to 
comput-  (Caret's)
 open to opinions."
 
ers on campus. 
For questions regarding 
corn -
"In 
the  Business 
Building  it puting 




 find an open 
computer,"  
about




major  Interns to 
the
 President at std
-
Samantha
 Uy. "Every 
time I 
intrn@sjsuvml.sjsu.edu
 or call 
walk in 
(to one of the labs)
 every the office










grad  excels 
Continued from page 1 
here ever since, graduating 
with a masters
 in music from 
San Jose 
State  University in 
1995 as well as interning at the 
Beethoven 
Center on campus. 
He also is the 
owner  and 
operator of SealRock 
Music, a 
local recording studio. He is the 
leader of 
FUNfx  dance band. 
Sealy is a subcontractor at 
Stevens 
Violin Shop on Lincoln 
Avenue, repairing violins, vio-
las, cellos and 
basses.
 
In the cool temperatures of 
the 
arena, Sealy smiles broadly 
when asked if he likes his job. 
"vou know, I have to pinch 
myself just to see if this is real-
ly happening 
and how blessed I 
am," Sealy 
said.  
The SJSU alumnus gets paid 
"You 
know, I have 
to pinch myself 
just to 










between $200 and $300 per 
game, as well as two season 
tickets  perhaps one of the  
greatest perks of the job, Sealy 
said. 
He also gets stability and the 
SAN 








CityTeam Youth Outreach Is looking for volunteers to 





 avail, during 
summer  @ Camp May -Mac) 
Consider Joining our team by contacting Fran Lewis. 
Phone: 






























 featuring Chns 
Borst,  Kevin Staab, Ron 
'timer, Pet Miler & the 
all 
wheel
 sports teem 
Felneory *orb, fro, 
Wieripalny
 
marts  Me, 
syrylyWO  
Sgusw Vseay Skiing 
& 
Snowboarding
 Air Show 

 Appearances
 by Ski & 
Snowboerding Perionelbes  
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time to spend with his new baby 
and wife, something





prefers silence or 
talk
 radio in 




I only do home 
games, I 
don't travel and 
I have 
41 sure bookings to 
look for-
ward to," Sealy said. "For musi-
cians, 
(sports
 are) where the 
jobs are 
at.  Jock -rock. Big-time 
amplification, little substance." 
Yet the continuous fast -paced 
atmosphere 





are absorbed. There is a 
half -second difference for sound 
to travel from one end of the 
Arena to other, Sealy said. 
"You can't come in and 
rehearse. Each game is 
differ-





essentially  a 
native  in both 
cultures," 
Williams  




















































 as a priest,
 
Lange -Soto plans
 on assisting both 
con-
gregations
 at the Trinity
 Cathedral. She
 
also wants to 
start a worship
 service at 
SJSU 




 this is the 
beginning
 of God 
knows what in 
the most literal 
term," 


























































































 27 to 28 
weeks in the womb have
 a bet-
ter than 90 
percent chance of 
survival. These 
infants were 
in their 31st week of gesta-
tion.  
"They've made it through a 
difficult  hurdle by being born 
alive and 
surviving  for the 
first 





She said their size
  the 




 to 3 pounds, 4 
ounces  
 "suggests good 
growth and 
development" 
while in the 
womb.  
While 
prematurity is the 
single greatest
 cause of prob-
lems and
 death after 
delivery,  
doctors have become adept at 







at just 23 or 24 
weeks of 
gestation 














 early, their 
lungs  t; 
not  fully 
developed,  and 
their  
air sacs 
are not able to 
open 






from page 3 
Honor Society feel this is an 
easy 





 that you have to get 
the GPA but all you have to do 
is pay the $55 
fee and then you 
become a lifetime member," 
senior
 Tanya Okubo said. "I go 
to school full time and I also 
work, that leaves me little time 
to do anything else. But 
with 
this I can get something to 
Center
 for Literary Arts 
at San Jose State University in affiliation 
with 







Author  of 





























Staff with ID 
Advance Ix km%
 on sale at 
SJSU Event 
Center  Bin OffIce. 
Karnes & Noble 
(Stevens Creek) 



















Writers In Film 
series of the 
Center  for literary 
Arts is made 
possible
 in part by 




Arts Coon,  










 by the 
patmns  of the 
College
 15 Illinuinthes











 h Club of 
California 
The 
















408 924 1378 
SERIES
 




 has more 
than 250 chapters all across the 








Golden  Key has 
managed




 lifetime members since 
it first















































































































































































































































































I Student Union, Inc. 
Bowl 1 Game,




game at the 
regular
 price, bowl m 
a second game 
at no charge, anytime. 
Center
 
Lanes are available 
during regular 
business  hours. Not 
valid  with any 
I Coupon offer expires
 I 1116/9 7 other promotions 
or specials 
Now MORE REASONS To 
WORK
 ON #1 
PRODUCTS 
Software Engineers
 Read on... 
You've done the work, you've wrillen the code,
 scot vi' grades now 
it's lime to put your skills into 
action  at the Fremont Division of Broderbund 
Software.  With NI selling products like Family 
Tree  Maker and 91) Home Ar-
chitect, we have the record
 profits, stability and expertise you need to excel (kir 
talented staff are proven experts in the software 
industry
 and they are reads to share 
their knowledge to help you grow.  Begin your career with a 
leader
 and ettplec ad 
vancement opportunities and 
a supportive, challetiOng einirotiment. 
The Fremont Division is currently recruiting for 
Sofiv.are  Engineers. We are hook-




 to the next level. With 
over 1 
million  copies  sold and a 
SPA  I917 
todie Award, Family Tree Maker has taken hold of BM
 
of the market. As 
part
 of 
our top-notch programming team, you'll work with the latest technology to pro 
vide internal design and coding for the Windows versions of this product. hi 
qualify. 
you'll
 need a IWIIS degree 
(prefer
 Cs), proven skill in 
coding
 level 11 
design and 







and IA+ 4. programming. 
We will send a Free copy of a Broderbund Product 
(Myst,
 Riven, 
PrintShop, etc.) to every one out of 25 gualffied 
candidates  who re-
spond to this ad within the first week. Send your resume now! 




Software, Attn: Free 
Product,  39S00 Stevenson 
Place,  Suite
 204. 































melds no dim far 
products ot 
saMoss arlierthred 
berm  nor Is 
tare any giorentee bailed. The 
doodled 
whom




 mid edverlking 
endearing& re not 
approved or 
ssMsd 





















 must be 
at
 least 18 




with  the public. 
APPLY 







 Creek Blvd. 









We are looking for 
hard-working,  
enthusiatic individuals who 
enjoy 
the fast pace 
of
 retail during the 
holiday
 season for Full 
& Part -




our  Valley Fair 
store.
 We offer 
an exciting




schedules. & the benefit 
of a 30% 
store discount. Please call for 
more 
information  or 
come
 in to 
complete














Own car. 408/291-0514. 
NEED 
MONEY???? 
High -Tech Research Company 
looking for telephone
 surveryors. 
Business to business. No selling 
involved. No experience 
required. 
Paid training




-F 6:00 AM  1200 NOON 
M-F 7:00
 AM 1:00 PM 
MF 3:00 PM 900 PM 
Bilirgual positions also availabie 







reliable  individual 
to assist vending staff. Must be 
able 
to lift up to 50 lbs. Part 
time  
4 Or 5 hours a day. ( To be 
'ariariged). For an application stop 
by Spartan
 Shops Dining Services 
Administration Office (Old Cafeteria 
Building). Job Hotline: 924 1876. 
RECEPTIONIST, Phones, 
light 
clerical work. Ten min. from 
SJSU. 
Tuesdays
 and Thursdays, 9am. 
530pm.  Call Heather 995-6425, 
Mon, 
Wed,  Fri. 









afternoons, 20 hours a week. 
Contact Susan (408) 6511515 - 
Phone or (408) 6531855 - Fax. 
GROWING...WE
 NEED MPH! 
Projects  for
 VP 









PT, Office Asst & 
Parts  Runs. 
PT/FT Network Expert $22/hour 
2 Mks SJSU -- Fax 
298-6430.  
SPEEDSTERS
 CAFE  
P/T 
salad sandwich servers 
11:00am  3:00pm Mon. Fn. 
Energetic & Fnendly. Apply at 
86 South 
First/San  Fernando. 
SEDUM WAITRESS/WAFTER
 for 
busy Asian restaurant on Blossom 
Hill Rd. 
near
 Los Gatos. Good 
hourly wage, 
excellent  tips, 
flexible
 hours. Pleasant, friendly 





CITILINK PAGING & CELLULAR 
seeks 
full/part
 time sales 
person, data entry, customer 






Fax resume 408441.9988. 
SALES 
Tired of the same old thing? 
Looking for an exciting and new 
challenge? The San Jose SaberCats 
have
 the job for you!! The SaberCats 




our outside sales 
team. If you are 
interested in a 
chance
 to join a 
team that is on the 
rise, allows you 
The freedom to 
develop a protected 






marketing  with a 
growing  team, in a growing sport. 
then give
 us a 
call now! Our 
out-
side sales reps 
are  motivated, 
energetic and 
willing
 to work hard 
to succeed. 
Interested?








 of Sales. 
LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL 
WAIT STAFF for San Jose based
 
Catering Company for 
busy 
Christmas  Season. Call George at 
CATERED TOO. 295-1563 or Fax 
resume 2954665. 
LOCAL PRIM
 SEEKS Mech or Dec 


























Valet parking attendants needed 
(lots
 





































 SPARTAN DAILY! 
Perket lob lora Morning
 Pomo& 
Start Spring Semester 1998. 
43000 PAYGREAT HOURS. 
Work 7am to 9am
 on school days 
delivering The Spartan Daily to 
stands on campus and recycling 
any
 papers from the previous day. 
MUST EllE: Dependable *Energetic 
Able to lift bundles of newspapers. 
CA License 8, clean DMV printout 
required. Apply at The Spartan
 
Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 
203.
 NOW through Dec. 5th. 
OPPORTUNITY TO 
EARN $4725 
Edxstion Pivard throut *pyritous
 
at the San Jose Conservation 
Corps. Seeking self -motivated 
individuals
 to work with "at risk" 
youth for year-long positions. Hgh 
school diploma required & ability 






















or fax to 
406/942-8:160  
Electra*
 Staffing Services, 
EOE 
1778 Clear Lake 
Ave.  Wales 
Hwy 680 exit Landess 
Ave.  
turn left at Clear Lake Ave. 
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS  
Elem. school -age recreation 
program,  P/T from 
26pm,  M - F 
during  the school year. Some
 P/T 
morning positions 
available  from 
approx.  lam -ham.
 F/T during 






Recreation.  Call Janet 
at
 354-8700 
x223.  (Not available school year?
 
Call for 






envelopes at home 
for $2 
each 
plus bonuses. F/7. P/T. Make 
$800+ 
weekly.  guaranteed! 
Tie supplies.
 For details, 
send one stamp 
to: N-28, 
12021 Wilshire 131.. 
Suite 552, 
Los










Advancement. Apply at: 
AMC
 Saratoga 14, 700 
El Paseo 
















of contract security 
services  












openings  throughout the 
greater
 Bay Area. In 
addition  to 
paid uniforms & training, well 
also provide you with medical, 
dental & vision options,
 
attractive 






opportunities. You may apply by 
phone 24 hrs/day by 
calling  Si: 
(800) 385-9419, SF: 
(8001 360. 
HIRE or Oakland: (8001 731 -HIRE. 
For more information,
 stop by or 
call one of our
 hiring
 centers in: 
*SAN
 JOSE 
591W. Hamilton, N 1 40 
(408) 341 3750 
 SAN MATEO 





















potential  maileg 
ois mutes. 
Pb
 Experience Req. Free 
riamaionpecket Cal 4107838272. 
PUBLIC 
RELATIONS- Brand new 
San Jose 
office,
 needs outgoing 
teanorkented people. Wu expenenoe 
& our training program provide an 
alternative
 to the usual 
dead-end  
pbs. Call for Beet 408/267 49811 
FOOD  SERVICE ESPRESSO BAR 
*GSM°





busy  family style restaurant. 





ask for Julia or Wendy. 
VALET  PARKING 
Local  company 
looking
 for people. Flexible
 
schedule.






















 and part time retail sales & 
















San Jose, 798-1 
Blossom
 Hill Rd in 
Los Gatos, 1330 El Paseo
 de 
Saratoga in 
San  Jose, or 367 State 
St in Los Altos. We encourage 
applications from people











SPORTS  FAMED - San Jose 
Health 
& Fitness 
Company, needs team 
Players
 
to help with eversion.
 If you 





















Inner City Express. 
22W. Saint John St. San
 Jose. 








 sponsored work -site 
Child care center at Good
 Sam 
Hospital! Great benefits
 & tuition 
assistance. FT & PT positions 
available. ECE
 units & experience 
required. 
NAEYC accredited. FAX 





 to work 










 Ed or OT 
desired.
 Experience preferred. 
$10.515 
per 









 Temp. FT/PT 




South Bay locations. 
Flexible.
 Pay starts $9 & up. 
C.eitilled  Personnel. 749.1570. 
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
is hiring FT & 
PT
 teachers and 
aides for their school age day 
care 
programs
 in the San Jose 





with children! Units in Psych,
 Soc, 
ECE. Rec or ED required. Call 
4083743200 ext 21. 







 in the 
afternoon.
 No ECE 
units are 
required  Previous experience with 
children 
preferred.  Please contact 
Cathy at 244-1968
 x16. 
LONG TERM PART-TIME ADMIN. 
$16.00818.00. Phones, calen-
daring,
 travel. expenses  MS 
Office.
 5 years exp. Mac. Contact 








 centers for 2-12 
year
 olds. 
 Flex PT/FT 
positions  











Call Corp  Office 2667929. 
PRESCHOOL
 TEACHER NEEDED 
Close to campus. 
Mornings. 
Afternoons
 or Full-time 
$7/hr.
 and 




571  N. 3rd St. 
Lauren 286,1533. 
 TEACHER  
INSTRUCTOR   
P/T Elementary Schools. 
Degree or Credential NOT Required 
Opportunrty  kr TenchrgExpenence. 
Need  Car. 
Voce Mail:(408)287 41708e. 408 
E0E,/AAE 
SPIIMG11011111Tho  Presto flederr 
is now hinng bright. Pmarnic people 
to teach SAT 
preparation courses. 
Part time. Starting





 - $13.00 
Afternoons-
 













arid  Part Time Positions 
Graves,
 


























 & Japanese arias.
 
PLEASE CALL VAVFC 
500-3144996  
P/T WORK FOR
 SJSU STUDENTS 












 UP TO $12.50
 TO START  
 No experience necessary 
- training provided 
 Apply at our 
HQ
 in San Jose 
CALL 979.9700  FOR 
erIFORMATTON 
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR Co. car + 
students provided. Most work avail. 
after school & wkrids. Requires H.S. 
grad, clean DMV. Good
 heath & 
arnmuticalxin ads. 408/971-7557 




 family owned 
bakery/cafe 








team as Bussers, Sales Clerks, 






ence necessary. 18 locations 






Mathilda, Sunnyvale, 94086. Call: 
438-774-9000 







 for special events
 in 
Los Gatos and
 Saratoga area. 
Polite, 
well  groomed & professional 
attitude only. 
19
 years+. 56-$8 
per 
hour  + tips. Call Mike at 
1-800-825-3871. 
PAY FOR YOUR 
EDUCATION!
 
Young  telecommunications co. 
seeking
 self-starters P/T; Call: 
888/485-2158.  Leave 
name,
 
phone no.,  time 
to call you 
back:
 

















ed, enjoy fast paced environment 
& 
hare
 'learn Plaier Attitude. Fax
 
resume
 to: 408/277-0706 or 
apply in person 
at AnzaGraphik 
2N Market St (downtown San Jose) 
408/277-0700.
 
WORK AT HOME 
WE NEED HELP 
*1 Health & Nutrition Company 
Locking for help 
with
 boa, National, 
& International EXPANSION. 
Founded
 in 1980  
Shaes Pubfcly 
Traded on NASDAC 














-Time $1500 to 
$5000  
*Work 
from Home Apt or Dorm 
*FULL TRAINING 
No experience necessary 
*Qualify for 
paid  vacations 
CALL NOW





Learn  Program. 
Have all your expenses paid. 
while you go to 
school. 
Pay your tuition with CASH. 
Graduate with 6-figure income. 
Call 
recording (408) 2716993. 
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We 
sell discount subcriptions to 
Bay 
Area newspapers.
 Auto dialers. 
Flexible hrs. 9arn9pm.
 Downtown 
near Ightrail  4 blocks from 
SJSU. 




SECURITY  ACUFACTS, INC.
 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY 
Great for Students. 
F/T or P/T. 
All shifts. 
Top Pay with Many 
Benefits!
 
Cr or appy int:anon hfonSun
 7-7. 
40E4286-5880, 555 W./artier) Awe 
Between Sin Cate ardPairnoor, 





loan office. Advance 
quickly.  
flexible schedule/afternoons. Call 
Mike  at 261-1323. 
DIRECTORS,  TEACHERS 
& NOES 
Thinking about a career
 working 
with 
elementary  age children? The 
YMCA 
of Santa Clara Valley is 
now hiring for school
-age child 
care centers in San Jose, Overtly, 
Santa Clara, Los Gatos & Milpitas. 
Full 8, part-time positions available. 
hours flexible around school. 
Fun 
staff teams, great experience 
In working with 
elementary  age 




Teachers require minimum 6 units 
in ECE, Recreation, Psychology, 
Sociology ancletr Physical Education. 
Please call Mary Hoshiko at 408-
291-8894 for 
more  information 
and  locations. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED 
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips. 




Call today 1-415-968-9933. 
International 
Bartenders  School. 
FRUITS & PASSION is a specialty 
boutique which offers a line of 
hiei 
ope(y *stye accUcts kr body
 
one. 
home ambiance and the gourmet. 
We
 
ate seeking qualified indffiduals 
to fill our 
sales  manager and sales 
associate  positions for as new store 
in Vala Far. Pemianent 8, seasonal, 
FT & PT available. Please contact 
Aelah Arm strong 00296471710 apply. 
CRUISE SHIP & 
LAND-TOUR 
EMPLOYMENT
 Learn about 
national/intl Cruise Lines and 
Urea/ 
compares.  Wald Trael 
(Hawk Moto, Cabman). Excel. 
let benefits + bonuses! We can 
help you make the connection. 
517-336-0574 Ext. C60411. 
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $ 
up to $600/month!
 
Become a Sperm Donor.
 
Healthy males, 19-40 years old. 
Univ. Student s/Grads/Faculty 
Contact California Cryobank 
1650-324-1900. M -F,
 8-4:30. 
CAM PUS CLUBS  









bus. 4 day lift 
ticket,
 5 night stay in 
full kitchen condos in WHISTLER 
Village, & unlimited fun. For your 





STUDENT SPECIAL...LAST CALL1 
CHRISTMAS IN Nos fa $4989! 





GRATITUDE TO GOO: 















STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30%- 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For info call 1-800-655-3225. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
GET PAID BIG $55 
through  
your 
mailbox!  Easy to do. 
Even for 
Teens! Do it now!  Free info 
send 
SASE to HBB 
Press.  1105 Audrey 






 put it to work! 
$85083500+, 
PT/FT 
Free details, wmv.hbn.corn 

































 YOU HATE 
TO TYPE?? 
OR NOT HAVE 
TIME
 TO TYPE?? 






typewrker  to 
complete  your 
applications it. 
mad/law  school. etc. 
Will transcribe your 
taped
 
interviews or research  notes. 
Fax Machine. Notary Public. 
Call ANNA at 972-4992. 
PROFESMONAL Word 
Processing  
Theses, term papers, group 
projects, resumes.
 All formats, 
including APA. WP 5.1/HP Laser 
Printer.














WORD PROCESSING SERVICal 
Professional 
typing for your term 







WP, MS Word, other 
applications.  
Hansen's Business Services 
4082643507 or 438269-5156.  
e-mail:  kelah@earthlink.net
 
HEALTH & BEAUTY 
DON'T WEIGHT! Use 10 to 100 
tat.
 
No drugs. 100% safe,
 Dr. approved. 
10% DISCOUNT




energy.  408-245-2310 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted hair 





own probe or disposable. 









 waxing, tweezing 
or using chemicals.
 Let us Derma 
nently remove
 your unwanted 
hair. 
Back 
Chest   




Tummy etc. Students & faculty 
receive
 15% discount. First 
appt 
1/2 price rf 
made before 1.2/31/97. 
Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  621 E. 
Campbell









practice,  not a clinic. 
Modern 
office  with 
Ultra -Sound 




























Bolick at 510401-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard FAX. E -Mall 
MEGNOST1C
 ORDER OFCHRIST 
Bible Study. Lecture & Services 
Book 
Cafe 
& Reit Center 
3483.95 So. Bascom 
Sundays  6:00pm 
(408)9768034  
WRITING ASSISTANCE most 
subjects. Why suffer and get poor 
grades 
when































 tips, tools and ideas 
on 
how to improve your 
writing,  











4489,  FC CA 
94404  (ask for free color brochuet
 
FOR SALE 
PHONE CARDS 14.9 Cim mute
 in 
U.S 











LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL 
/AGENCY
 RATES CAU 408-924-3277 
Print your 
ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, 



















5 lines $7 
$e 




















 fifth day, rate 











 words available  in bold
 or
























or moriey order la 
Spartan
 Deily Classifieds 
San Jose State University 
San Jcee CA 
95192-0149 
 Classified  desk is 
located
 in ()sight Daniel
 Nell Room 209. 
 





 All ads 
we
 prepaid  No 
refunds on 



















 ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person 
in DBH209,
 between 10am 
and 2pm.
 






 3 lines for 3 days, as a 
service
 to 




Rena  Housng 
Greek Messages  Shired Housing' 
Events' 
Rsal Estate 
. Amounoernenb* SWIM* 






 Ssis' Swarm  
Naos For Sob' 
Enisrtsirrnisnr 












2500M. APO/TIMOR -11900/MO. 











Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St. 
(408)  295-6893. 
SHARED HOUSING 
FOR RENT: 
SPACIOUS,  LOVELY 




 Cal 322-0244. 
SHARE 2 




 work. 1 
child ok. $450/mo. neg. $250 
d53&1544
 
Iv msg tr cal back. 
EVERGREEN 
ROOMS to rent $400 
1600r-dep. Util 







 TUTOR & 
EDITING  
Experienced with the needs 
of Foreign Students. 
Crecientialed Teacher
 & M.A. 
Call 







Install,  DOS, 
Windows, Win 
95,  Win NT, Office, 
Word, Internet, Netscape. Int Exp. 
Game on our 
Computers  or Surf 
the Web 0 "A 
PLACE TO PLAY" at 
832
 Malone in 
Willow  Glen. Avail. 
9am11pm,
 7 days a week.
 Call 








Physics: Mechanics Electric 
Computer: Wrdpws -Visual Basic C 

















Dr. Viktor and Anna Polonsky 




Professors  of 
Piano 






























any style: Jan. Blues.
 Rock, 
Fusion. Funk. Reggae. or 
Folk 
Call








 a paint 
job or body
 work done 
on
 your co? 
Al 
CAMPBELL  COWSION 
CENTER. 
we can help you. 
Call
 us at (408) 
379-4144. Ask 




AUTO  BODY 
REPAIR
 
*Specializing in minor & 
midsize 
damage 24 hour service 
Free pick up *Free
 delivery 
*Free 
detailing  .Free estimate* 
All makes 
8, models 




"Where quality is a 
must"  
2-3 day service with 
damages
 
that do not exceed $500  or 
repair






LOW COST AUTO 
INSURANCE
 
 Low Down / Monthly Payments 
 No 
Driver Refused 
*Cancelled or Rejected 
 Dui
 















Free Phone Quotes 

Call
 Us Now   
ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Draws" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family Multicar" 








Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or adds  for 
additional information. 
Classified readers 
should  be 
rerrinded that, when making 
these 






for goods or services. 
In 






orcoupons for discount 
vacations or 
































28 Type of word 
















41 Adored one 





Atlanta  sports 
center  
46 




























I Ottawa Rough 
Rider grp 
PREVIOUS
 PUZZLE SOLVED 
C1DDOU 
CIMOOM 000 
OCIMMICI IMMODW WOD 
CIMUOM
 MOUMODOSIN 





MAME  MOO 










UMIX1 UOMUM MUM 
MDIM 




Sign  of 











4 - King Cole 
34 Hawaiian
 





6 Unsophisticate  
1 36 















lane ' 43 
























































rieed  62 
Insult slangily 





























Daily Mass from 




pm. in the 
John XXIII 
Center





 Gay, Bisexual 
meeting  
The Lesbian. Gay,
 Bisexual and 
Transgender Allialltf.
 has its week-
ly meeting 
at
 3.30 p.m every 




 For more 
inhirina, 
turn, 













Thursday  from 
4.30 to 5.30 
p
 
in in the !kaki]




 of Scientists 
and Engineers 
















Listening  Hour 










 will he from 1230 
to 
1:15 p m in the
 Music Building 
Concert  I fall. 
Measure your body fat 
The Department of Nutrition
 
and Food Science will 
measure  your 
body fat 
for  $5 from 2 to 4 
p.m.  in 
the Central 
Classroom  Building, 
Room
 
it  For more. mMrmation, 
call 





Spartan  Christian 
Fellowship is 
having a meeting at 
noon in the 









 Club is 
having 
Dr.  Ken 







its meeting at 




The Department of Meteorology
 
is having a seminar
 on the develop-
ment and application of an Air 
Quality Model for (7entral Mexico 
presented by professor Aron 
Jazcilevich of the department of 




of Mexico City, 
Mexico, The event will start at 
noon  
in Duncan 
Hall,  Room 615. For 
more 
information, call the 





The 5.1511 Women's Rugby team 
has practice at 4 
p.m,
 at the 
Spartan Field. 
Music fraternity meeting 
Mu Phi 
Epsilon,  SYS( rg 
MUSIC  
Fraternity,  is having a 
music
 recaal 




KSJS 90.5's "The Democratic 
Perspective"
 show airs from 5 to 6 
p.m. 
Thursdays.  
Sparta Guide is free of charge for
 students, faculty and staff Entry
 forms are 
available in the Spartan Daily 
Office Entries via phone. fax or e-mail 
will not be 
accepted
 Some entires are edited 
or
 deleted due to available space 
CRINIU. 1 ('H 
Royce Hall 
receives  bomb threat 
Wednesday, Nov. 19  A 
bomb 





 18  Two 
credit cards 
and $25 were 
stolen from a victim's




East.  The 
wallet  was locked 
in a locker. 
Tuesday,  Nov. 
18  A 
cash 
box was stolen front a 
locked cabinet in Spartan 
Complex  Central. 
Tuesday,
 Nov. 18 A stu-
dent reported being stalked by 
her boyfriend in the 
Administration Building. 
Tuesday, Nov. 18  A 
woman's purse was stolen 
during a 
fire  drill at Sweeney 
Hall. 
Bullies
 affect more 
than  
childhood  
SAN DIEGO (API  
Schoolyard bullies 
have been a 
menace
 as long as there 
have  
been 




 they're more 
of





A survey of 
12th  graders at 
three  
Midwestern schools 
found that nearly a 
third of those students 
were  so traumatized 
by bullies they wanted
 to transfer to anoth-
er school, and 15 







 Bertus R. 
Ferreira, 
a professor of 




 in Topeka, 
Kan.,  who 
conducted  the 
research.  "If 
you're




 excuse you 
for this 
behavior. 
But  if you did the 
same stuff as 
an 
adult  in real life,
 you're going to 














Ferreira,  the issue




 than an academic
 pursuit. As a 
high school 
student  in South 
Africa,  he was 
regularly picked on 
by an older schoolmate.
 
"He went
 on to be a 
police




 Ferreira surveyed 12th 
grade boys and 
girls  at the unidentified 
high schools. The 
schools are among 
seven  
high schools in the
 same district. School 
officials had 
requested









you  for this 
behavior. But if you did 
the same stuff as an 
adult in real life, you're 
going to jail or get sued." 
 Bertus R. 
Ferreira,  
professor
 at Washburn University 
The survey found that boys and girls, by 




Even the bullies wt -re not in  
Indeed, they scented to get some of their
 
own medicine. The survey found that near-
ly 69 percent
 of the self -described bullies 
were themselves bullied at school. 







which was reported by 61 percent of the 
boys and 63 percent of the girls. Another big 
problem 
was being excluded or ignored 
front a 
group, 






and  50 percent of girls. 
Girls 















 with 15 
percent











a knife or a 










 the survey. 
And 
almost  nobody 
reported






one  with  
your 
teacher," 
said  Ferreira. 
As for the 
response  to 
bullying,  30 per-
cent of 
the students wanted
 to change 
schools. a 
tactic
 that wouldn't 
work




because  the bullying prob-








troubling,  said Ferreira, was 
the 
finding that 15 
percent
 of students consid-
ered suicide 
as
 a solution. This, he said, 
combined with a higher absentee rate for 






live in a 
democracy,  you have a 
right to an 
undisturbed  education," he said. 
A number of other 
students,  though, con-
sidered turning the 
tables on bullies. 
The survey found that 43 percent 
thought about arranging with friends to 









excess of $500,000 






PARK (AP)  Four black bears, 
including
 a mother and her two 
cubs, had to be destroyed 
because they repeatedly broke 
into cars and 





"Occasionally some bears get 
so habitually used to people, 
they would break into cars 
whether there's food or not," 
spokesman Kendell Thompson 
said. "They lose their natural 
fear of people and they have to 
be destroyed." 
Thompson said the two cubs 
had to 
be killed along with their 
mother on Monday because the 
bears often teach their young 
new habits like breaking into 
cars looking for food. 
Bears in Yosemite have 
caused more than $500,000 in 
property damage this year, the 
National Park Service  reported.
 
Park officials said dozens of 
bears have come in contact with 
tourists in recent weeks. More 
than half of those incidents 
have been in Yosemite Valley's 
Curry Village area. There were 
no reports of people getting 
hurt. 
"There was a bumper crop in 
the Curry apple orchards, which 
is close to a 































 no credit 














































lot,"  Thompson said. 
"Apples
 
bring bears in because they 
have to get 
fattened
 for t 
win.  
ter.
 Once they get in, it 
becomes  
one -stop shopping." 
'Me black hears, which are 
native to the Sierra Nevada, 
can get as 




Thompson said They typically 
catch the front car  windshields 
with 
their claws




"People don't know how 
strong
 these hears are or 
how 
smart 
they are," he said. "Last 
year, a bear learned a Cl'Ist a al 
model car. It learned t hat if von 
hit that model in a certain 








a ear .. 
It
 had to he 
destroyed 
in the end.-
But simply breaking into 
cars is not a good enough reason 




tidy to visitors is the 
primary concern. 















trying  to get 
more  
lockers  for 
food 






















Thompson  said. 
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no
 
no
 
yes 
to 
contracts
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